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SHORTING TESLA: A HOSTAGE TO VOLATILITY OR TIME, 
PICK YOUR POISON! 

The View: Reality will eventually catch up with Tesla. Funding will dry up, and the stock will 
reach its intrinsic value which rhymes with hero. Within the next 4.5 years, it will trade 
below $50. 

The Trade: Bear put spread on Tesla, specifically the January 2019, 100/50 strike spread at 
2.30. Max payoff approx 1,030% on capital held against the trade.  

If the trade hasn’t played out by January 2019, repeat again in January 2019 by buying 
January 2021 spreads. This will give approx 4.5 years for the view to play out. 

Welcome back.  

One of the toughest things you can do (and some might argue the dumbest) is to fight 
trends. The saying “don’t fight the Fed” is as common amongst traders as mud.  

Likewise, shorTng market darling, story stocks can be more painful than root canal. Tesla is 
both a market darling and a story stock, and the trend is decidedly not in our favour. 

I like to call Tesla Enron on wheels. The accounTng is quite simply financial spagheV and as 
bad as it was prior to the merger with Solarcity (arguably the craziest merger I’ve ever seen), 
it’s vastly worse now.  



Adding Solar city was like adding generous lashings of tomato sauce, further obscuring 
where any of the mulTple pieces of spagheV begin and end. Corporate governance is also a 
joke - some of the worst I’ve ever seen. 

It’s worth dialling back the clock and taking a brief look at Enron.  

Between 1996 and 2001 Enron was named "America's Most InnovaTve Company" by 
Fortune magazine.  

Various smart investors such as the very successful and famous short seller Jim Chanos had 
figured out that Enron wasn’t worth what the market was pricing it at and that, I will remind 
you, was when it was trading at a helluva lot less than the $90 per share, which it achieved 
at its zenith. Short sellers endured a LOT of pain before enjoying validaTon and profit. 

We all know how that ended - with Enron filing for bankruptcy, equity holders being 
completely wiped out, and Arthur Anderson geVng taken down.  

Tesla is absolutely the most “hyped and hoped” stock this side of the TMT bubble. 

Not unlike modern day fiat currency and central banking which survive enTrely on 
confidence, Tesla survives on one thing: the market's current confidence in Elon Musk.  

No doubt Musk has a brilliant mind, an amazing capability to bring mulTple moving parts 
together, brand, and then market them as a whole, but math is math, and this is the risk for 
Tesla. A risk not priced.  

This is a company which, post-merger loses over $1bn per quarter, with no foreseeable 
profitability on its horizon, and which, as a result, will conTnue to lose money and will need 
to go back to the market for more and more capital.  

The stock is up some 10-fold in 5 years, has no earnings, and trades on a P/Book raTo of 
10x. Is the 5th biggest auto producer in the world by market cap and “wonder kid” Elon 
Musk is now talking about taking folks on joy rides to Mars.  
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World auto producers in order of market cap 

In this trade alert I’m going to concentrate on ways to apply a bearish view on Tesla rather 
than get caught up in a lengthy debate on the merits of being bullish or bearish on Tesla. 
Clearly we’re bearish and are in good company: Jim Chanos, David Einhorn, Mark Spiegel. 

Much of the analysis we read these days focuses on the view of Tesla but I have seen 
virtually no commentary on how to apply a view (in parTcular a bearish view). For me it is 
the way that a view is applied, rather than the view itself that separates average from 
brilliant traders. 

To provide some context on my “bearish” view on Tesla.  

First, I think it fits well within our “mandate” to look for stocks/markets that are at 
extremes in valuaNon (be it in opTmism or pessimism) and for which the payoff is 
asymmetric in nature (if we get it right we get a payoff which is a mulTple of the capital at 
risk).  

If you want detail on my thinking I think you don’t have to look much further than the 
“brilliant” thinking of Mark Spiegel.  
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Mark presented at the Robin Hood Conference in late November 2016. In essence this is 
the summary of his presentaTon and thinking on Tesla: 

• PresentaTon is called “Tesla is a zero” but actually think because of debt, equity is 
worth less than zero 

• 3 broad reasons: 1) current financials are horrible even with no direct long-range EV 
compeTTon yet massive compeTTon ahead; 2) no meaningful proprietary 
technology and its hard assets are worth less than its $6 billion of debt (including 
SolarCity); 3) “bet on Elon” is a bet on someone who can’t be trusted and has a long 
track record of making misleading statements 

• Longs are “all about the future” so quick look at the current financials: Q3 GAAP loss 
excluding one-Tme ZEV credit sales of $117M; GAAP loss per car sold or leased ex-
ZEV sales was $4,710; esTmate that Q4 FCF will be around minus $1.5B; these 
numbers are before SolarCity, which itself has nearly $2bn per year of negaTve FCF 

• Over the next few years, massive number of long-range electric cars will be on the 
market ooen at prices subsidized by profits from convenTonal vehicles an (opTon 
Tesla doesn’t have), so pricing pressure will be intense 

- Chevy Bolt (available now): $30,000 cheaper than the least expensive Tesla 
- ProducTon and investments confirmed by: Audi Q6, Audi A9, Mercedes, 

Porsche Mission E, Porsche Cayenne Coupe, VW, Jaguar SUV, Land Rover, 
BMW, Nissan, Ford (13 EV’s), Volvo, Hyundai, Honda, Mazda, Mitsubishi, 
Toyota, Aston MarTn, Bentley Mulsanne, MaseraT Alfieri, Renault, Peugeot, 
Subaru, Skoda, Borgward, and many other start-ups 

• What about baqeries? What about “Gigafactory”? 
- Tesla’s baqery cells are made by Panasonic (Panasonic will sell its cells to 

anyone); cell-making is fully automated and beyond a certain point, limited 
economies of scale; Panasonic’s investment in Gigafactory is really a capital 
lease of its equipment to TSLA 

- CompeTTon: LG Chem, Panasonic, Samsung, BYD, SK InnovaTon, 
ACCUMOTIVE, VW, BMW, Ford, Toyota, Bosch, Sony, Dyson, Rimac, Kreisel 

• What about baqery storage? 
- Baqery storage is at least as compeTTve as electric cars 
- CompeTTon: Panasonic, Samsung, LG Chem, GE, BYD, AES, Mitsubishi, NEC, 

Hitachi, ABB, Sao, Enersys, Blue Energy, E.ON, ESS, SOLARWATT, Mercedes, 
Schneider Electric, sonnen, Kokam, Sharp, Eaton, TESVOLT, Aquion Energy, 
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Kreisel, Leclanche, Lockheed MarTn, GreenCharge, Imergy, Exergonix, Stem, 
Alevo, Eos, UET, Belectric, Sunverge, Fluidic Energy, Primus Power, SimpliPhi, 
redT, ZCell 

• What about autonomous driving? 
- 2017 Audi A8 to feature autonomous tech; Mercedes developing; Volvo 

planning (jointly with Uber); BMW developing with Intel; GM developing (with 
Lyo); Ford developing; Nissan debuted; Toyota developing; Jaguar to start UK 
tests; Hyundai debuted fully autonomous cars; Acura developing; Google; 
Delphi-Mobileye developing self-drive; Bosch developing; Apple developing 

• What about 120kw SuperChargers? 
- BMW, Daimler, Ford, and VW with Audi & Porsche plan joint venture for 

ultra-fast, high-power charging along major highways in Europe; White House 
announces new EV corridors; BMW and VW new US fast-charging network; 
VW pays $2B to fund clean cars infrastructure; Switzerland geVng 150kW 
chargers at 100 sites; Fastned readies for 150kW and 300kW charging 

- What about the “$35,000 mass-market” Model 3? 
- Q3 TSLA gross profit (excluding ZEV sales) for non-leased cars averaged 

$25,200/car at an ASP of $105,900 – it costs TSLA almost $81,000 to build 
each car it sold 

- No higher volume per-car savings in engineering or R&D costs because they 
are expensed (not part of COGS) 

- EsTmate that base Model 3 will cost TSLA at least in the high $40,000s to 
build – either sell them at loss starTng $35,000 or price them into a much 
smaller market segment (neither choice validates the hype) 

- Aoer TweeTng Model 3 reservaTon numbers leading into May’s stock offering 
and featuring it in the prospectus, Musk now refuses to update it; when asked 
on Q3 conference call, he said it was “not a figure of merit” 

• Track record of misses and quesTonable morality: 
- In 2011, said Model S starTng at $49,900 will arrive next summer (2012)… 
- February 2012: Musk said “TSLA does not need to ever raise another funding 

round” (5 financings since then) 
- In November 2014, Musk said that TSLA essenTally sold every car they had 

and there is nothing to sell. According to Consumer Reports in November 
2014, source inside TSLA told them there is 2,300 Model S remaining that the 
company is selling at a discount 
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- In February 2016, Musk said “we do not discount our cars for anyone, 
including me” but since July 2015, TSLA has run a $1,000 per car discount 
referral program open to anyone 

- Talked merger with SolarCity CEO before sale of stock?; exaggerated safety 
claims; unloading stocks contrary to his public messaging; conflicts of interest 
– SpaceX, SolarCity? 

This presentaTon was made in late November 2016 when Tesla was trading at 200. 6 
months later and it is some 50% above this level. This isn’t an easy business. Markets will 
ooen remain irraTonal longer than you can remain sane. 

Anything I can add? There seems to be cracks growing in the Tesla “dream”. Tesla’s factory 
floor doesn’t seem all bunnies and rainbows: 

Goodness knows how they are going to increase producTon 5-fold by 2018 if workers are 
already falling like flies. How are quality standards going to be kept up with workers 
becoming increasingly disillusioned? 

As I was finishing this report for you, I saw this come through on my news feed: 

“At least one naAonal insurer, AAA, is raising rates on Tesla vehicles based on data showing 
that the Model S and Model X had abnormally high claim frequencies and high costs of 
insurance claims compared with other cars in the same classes.” 

Now, to be clear. there are any number of events I could have pointed to in the last 2 years 
which could be considered catalysts for Tesla to be revalued… and guess what? None of 
them have maqered. This is how market darlings trade. 

Lastly, before we crack on with how best to posiTon in this trade. Momentum is an 
incredibly powerful force. If we look at the largest shareholders in Tesla, it is those PMs at 
Fidelity, T. Rowe, Baillie Gifford, and Tencent. I’ve read and watched interviews with all of 
the above and one thing is blindingly clear. They are absolutely clueless about both Tesla 
(can’t answer quesTons on financials) and clueless about the emerging compeTTve 
landscape in EVs, baqeries, and autonomous vehicles.  
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Side note: One of the first revelaTons to me when I was working at asset management firms 
(Invesco, RF & Co., and JPM) was how much these guys all relied on opinions of one another 
and how liqle actual due diligence they did, even with immense research departments. 
When one of these aforemenToned shareholders finally figures out what’s going on here 
and begin selling, there is a real risk that all the others follow. This is what happened with 
Enron and human nature never changes.  

Ok, But How to Trade It? 

The Story of Bill and Jim 

I’ll discuss ways to apply a bearish view on Tesla but first let me tell a story of two traders, 
Jim and Bill. You’ll see why this is important. 

At the start of this year both Jim and Bill came to the conclusion that Tesla is somewhere in 
between a house of cards and pyramid scheme and that it is ulTmately going to end up like 
Enron (at zero or close enough to it). 

Jim went short at $200 with a stop loss at $220. He was stopped out. He went short again 
at $275 and with another 10% stop loss was out at $302 in mid April. Having seen it go to 
$327 in late April he vowed to short it if it went below $300 and then put another stop in at 
$330. He went short at $300 and has been stopped out again at $330. 

The quesTon will be: will Jim go short again for a 4th  Tme? I doubt it.  

Jim, while his efforts are noble, has completely underesTmated volaTlity of Tesla. (don’t 
worry, I would fall into that camp as well. Tesla going from 200 to 341 within 6 months is 
nuts but that is the way it is).  

So Jim is (was) a hostage to volaTlity. 

Bill walks up to the plate. At the same Tme that Jim went short (at the start of the year 
when Tesla was at 200), Bill bought a January 2019 put at $35 with every intenTon to hold 
this unTl expiry. Although the opTon is down some 70% Bill sTll has it and furthermore he 
sTll has unTl Janary 2019 for his view on Tesla to play out.  

Sure, by January 2019 Tesla may not be trading below $200, and Bill will have to decide 
whether or not to go again. 

Bill is effecTvely a hostage to Tme. 
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So is it beSer to be a hostage to Nme or volaNlity? In my experience, we tend to severely 
underesTmate how volaTle a stock or market can be more so than how long it takes for our 
views to play out.  

Don’t get me wrong, we will ooen underesTmate how long it will take for our views to play 
out, but when faced with esTmaTng how volaTle a stock will be and how long our views will 
take to play out, it will be volaTlity that we constantly get wrong.   

To get straight to the point – geVng stopped out a few Tmes on a trade will make even an 
expensive opTon look cheap. 

I bet there are a lot of traders out there right now who, somewhat like “trader Jim”, are 
absolutely doing their nut over Tesla. They have either been stopped out so many Tmes that 
they don’t have the courage (or funds) to short it again, or they are sTll short and fast 
running out of paTence and funds being so heavily down on the trade. 

I can’t say it is a pleasant ride holding a long-term opTon (bought with a strike of $200 at 
the start of the year) as these opTons would be heavily down as well. However, it isn’t over 
unNl it is over, and there is sTll some 18 months for that view on Tesla geVng smashed to 
play out. Furthermore, if the posiTon was adequately sized (not beVng the ranch), it’s not 
that big a deal. You will write off the sum invested and buy addiTonal posiTons.  

Ways to Apply a Bearish View on Tesla 

Let’s discuss various ways we can apply a bearish view on Tesla here and now. I will discuss 
three broad ways and will try to give my unbiased view for each strategy along with the pros 
and cons. 

• Outright shorTng 
• A long-short (pair) trade 
• Various bearish opTon strategies 

Outright Shorting 

Yes, there is a place for this, but it takes a special kind of person to do it (and that isn’t me). 
However, if I was forced to take a short posiTon here is how I would do it (all prices quoted 
are at Tme of wriTng, June 1st) 

Short at $341 with stop loss at $370. Take profit at $50. 
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I think $50 is a good level to “take profit” as this was the level at which Tesla started to go 
parabolic (enter dreamland). If my experience is anything to go by, markets tend to “mean 
revert” to the point at which they started to go parabolic. I first witnessed this during the 

TMT bubble and I have seen it countless Tmes since. 
Pros: there isn’t any Tme value decay here, if Tesla was unchanged in price two years from 
now then you wouldn’t have lost any money (i.e. you aren’t a hostage to Tme). 

Cons: and what happens if you are stopped out? This opens up a can of subjecTve worms. 
This is going to be your biggest enemy and if you do go short and you don’t get stopped out 
the 1st Tme around, then it will be a miracle. 

A Long-Short Pair Trade  

Instead of beVng on Tesla to fall in an absolute sense, what about posiToning for it to move 
relaTve to other stocks. The obvious pair trade would be long other auto stocks (like BMW) 
and short Tesla.  

But other pair trades may include long lithium producers (like The Global X Lithium & 
Baqery Tech ETF (LIT)) and short Tesla.  

Lets not get too caught up in the details of which stock or market to pair up with Tesla - we 
could spend a month of Sundays arguing whether Daimler, VW, GM, etc. is more 
appropriate.  

I’m going to go with BMW. Like Tesla it is aimed at the luxury market, and it makes more 
electric cars than Tesla (I bet few were aware of that). 
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So a long BMW, short Tesla trade (in equally USD amounts) would mean you would be 

going “long” the chart below (the relaTve performance of BMW and Tesla in USDs) 
From a “technical” perspecTve there is no reason to do this trade. However, it wasn’t 
“technicals” that we are concerned with. It is fundamental valuaTons (and expectaTons). 
BMW sits on a P/Book of 1.15x, P/E about 8x, and ROE of 15% - in its own right a very 
cheap company. Along comes Tesla with a P/Book of 10x  and a ROE of -23% (obviously no 
P/E because there are no earnings). And Tesla’s market cap is only 20% below that of 
BMWs. 

Seems to me that Tesla is priced for absolute perfecTon. If my experience is anything to go 
by, companies that are priced for perfecTon more ooen than not only ever disappoint. 

The pros/cons for this trade are more or less the same as with shorTng Tesla outright. The 
only difference is that you aren’t too concerned with the general direcTon of the stock 
market rather the performance of BMW relaTve to Tesla. Just so long as BMW goes up by 
more or down by less than Tesla you will make money.  

Note that this is a “market neutral” trade so you will have to keep both the long and short 
posiTons in equal amounts. For example, if BMW did nothing and Tesla fell by 20% you 
would have to sell more Tesla to keep the dollar amount short on Tesla equal to the dollar 
amount long on BMW. 

When would I be taking this trade off? When the raTo of BMW to Tesla got back to where 
it was in 2012.  
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Long-short trades are more tricky than they seem and they are difficult to get your head 
around. Most think of absolute movements of stock prices but here all we care about is the 
relaTve movements.  

Long-short trades are best suited to more seasoned traders rather than beginners. 

Option Strategies 

What opTon strategy you pursue depends on your view of Tesla (where you see the stock 
price heading over the coming months). In line with Mark Spiegel’s thinking, I think that 
Tesla is heading for significant downside so I will posiTon for a big move, not just a small 
one.  

But before I get into an exoTc opTon strategy that will give a 10:1 payoff if Tesla collapses, 
let me go through a “generic” strategy – buying a long term ATM put. 

Long Term ATM Put: Buy January 2019 $300 strike put at $50 ($5,000 per opNon) 

So come January 2019, if Tesla is at $250, you will breakeven to at least get your money 
back (red), and for a 100% return it would have to drop to $200, then to $100 for a 200% 
return, to $100 for a 300% gain (yellow), and to $50 for a 400% return. 

Pros: you aren’t subject to being squeezed out of the trade by volaTlity 

Con: To make a 100% return you need Tesla to fall by about 40% from current levels by 
January 2019. While a fall of 40% will be nothing for Tesla, it may take a liqle longer than 18 
months to occur.  
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This isn’t a small outlay of capital at $5,000 for each opTon. I would say that unless you had 
a por|olio of over $500,000 then pass on this trade.  

Secondly, 18 months may seem like a long Tme but it passes on by very quick. So if you can 
afford it, then by all means have a go but remember to keep $5,000 up your sleeve to go 
again on the trade come January 2019. So that would mean keeping $10,000 for the trade.  

Maybe I could think of beqer trades (as opposed to just one trade) than this. 

Bear put spread, January 2019 $100/$50 strikes 

Now this is where the fun really begins and the trade for those who want a “sub prime” type 
payoff if Tesla does disappoint with a capital “D” – i.e. falls to near zero as Mark Spiegel 
suggests. 

For those of you who don’t know what a bear put spread is you might like to study up on it 
here. 

We are posiToning for a collapse in Tesla’s stock price over the next 3.5 years. Yes, we can 
only get opTons going out to January 2019 but if the trade hasn’t worked out come January 
2019, all things being equal, you go again on the trade buying the January 2021 opTons.  

So we buy the January 2019 $100 (trading at %3.5) and sell the January 2019 $50 strike 
(trading at $1.2) for a total cost of $2.3 ($230 per spread). Then we wait for Tesla to trip up 
(or at least wait unTl investors come to realize that Tesla is just another version of AOL/
Enron).  

Here are the scenarios (come January 2019): 

1. Tesla is not below $100. You lose. Game over. Insert more coins. 
2. Tesla closes at $90. You lock in a 335% return (($100 – $90 - $2.3)/$2.3). 
3. Tesla closes below at 50 (or below). You lock in a 2,074% return ((100 – 50 – 

2.3)/2.3) and are famous forever aoer for calling the demise of Tesla (and making 
a buck or two to boot). 

I realize a 2,074% return would be a huge move but stranger things have happened. 
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I wouldn’t for one minute be beVng on this happening within the next 18 months but the 
next 3.5 years our probabiliTes look far healthier. 

So let’s say you had $920 to risk on Tesla “blowing up over the next 3.5 years”. You would 
buy 2 spreads now for a cost of $460 ($2.3 x 2 x $100).  

Then, assuming the trade sTll made sense and the payoff was sTll there, you would go again 
on the trade 18 months from now and buy the January 2021 $100/$50 bear put spread (or 
some other spread that gave you the same payoff).  

Ok, the return wouldn’t be 2,074% but rather half that but sTll that would be a return of 
just over 1,000% and sTll a trade to tell your grandkids about. 

There are lots of permutaTons with this strategy. I can’t go over all them here but here is an 
example: what happens if, come year end when January 2020 opTons are listed, Tesla does 
fall materially, maybe not down to $50 but at somewhere just below $200?  

You would be making a profit on your spread so you could roll that from January 2019 to 
January 2020 expiry (buying an extra year of Tme).  

I don’t want folks to get stars in their eyes and become fixated on the big returns. This is an 
“out there” trade but it is the best strategy I can think off that will give a “subprime-like” 
payoff if Tesla does fall over without you geVng wiped out being short the stock directly. 

I think it is a trade that one puts on in very small amounts to have lurking in the background 
of your por|olio. If it takes off, it will have a material effect in the value of your por|olio, if 
not, then you would barely noTce it. 
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It is a strategy that is very easy to execute and relaTvely easy to manage once it is on. You 
can’ get yourself into any trouble once it is placed because the maximum you can lose is the 
premium on the trade. 

Trade Execution 

As one trade (a spread). It is actually two trades but executed as one. Here is how the trade 
would appear on the InteracTve Brokers pla|orm: 

Risk Allocation 

About 0.5%. So if you had a $100,000 por|olio you would buy one spread now at $230 and 
keep the same up your sleeve to go again come January 2019.  

This is an out there trade with a high probability of failing so you need to go into it with an 
amount you have absolutely no emoTonal aqachment to.  

So there we have it, you are up there with the big boys now with a trade on Tesla. Only this 
trade (bear put spread) is probably foreign to most hedge fund managers. Furthermore, you 
have the opportunity to apply a bearish view at significantly beqer risk adjusted levels than 
anyone. 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric OpportuniTes Fund 
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